Introduction

OpenACC is a parallel programming model for automatic parallelization of sequential code using compiler directives or pragmas. OpenACC is intended to be used with accelerators such as GPUs and Xeon Phi. The different implementations of the standard, although still in early development, are primarily focused on GPU execution.

CUDA kernels are usually heavily affected by the thread block geometry of choice[1] and, in OpenACC, this is defined by the Gang number, Worker number, and Vector Length. In this study we analyze how different choices of these values affect the performance of OpenACC generated code.

Benchmark Proposal

We use a very simple matrix addition implemented both in CUDA and OpenACC. Our decision is driven by the fact that the problem is embarrassingly parallel, memory accesses are perfectly coalesced, and the computational load per global memory access is low (memory-bound application).

The standard only defines the different levels of parallelism, but it is up to each implementation to decide how these levels are exploited in the actual architecture. In this study, we analyze how the different OpenACC compilers available under certain premises behave when the clauses affecting the underlying block geometry implementation are modified. In order to obtain comparable results in a relative performance study, some details should be taken into account:

- CUDA version needs to use elastic kernels.
- We use a one-dimensional grid, because grid dimensions depend on the collapse clause.
- We evaluate a number of blocks in the grid ranging from one to 2048 (using only powers of two).

In OpenACC the X dimension of the CUDA block translates to vector length, whereas the Y dimension equals the worker number. We have also decided to use 512 threads per block, trying each possible combination of X and Y dimension values using powers of two.

Conclusions

The best results are obtained when the block number is high enough to make the GPU reach proper levels of occupation. The X dimension plays an important role, but we expected to see an additional improvement in performance when the X dimension was at least 16. We suspect this is due to the behaviour of the cache when elastic kernels are used.

For PGI, the only clause affecting the performance is the gangs number, unless a vector length of one is specified. Overall, PGI’s behaviour is the closest one to CUDA for this example.

When using OpenUH all three parameters affect the performance. This means that the parameters are actually being used to map the computation to the architecture resources, unless all three parameters are set to one. In this case, OpenUH seems to choose what it considers adequate.

Finally, the results obtained by using accULL show that none of the parameters have any effect on the performance of the generated code, and it is the compiler itself who decides the value to be used.
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